Host Gilles says:
USS Hayden NCC-73898

Host Gilles says:
Stardate 10503.09

Host Gilles says:
The USS Hayden had received their Talarisi  delegation nearly four hours previous and continued to stay at their current location, moving a bit towards the blank pocket of space but not very far. It seemed that delegations were scheduled to begin that morning so the Hayden needed to stay within the area and aid in facilitating this meeting.

Host Gilles says:
After talking about the patch of unexplored space the Hayden attempted to hail the Sagarica. Before an answer could be brought to the Hayden, the Sagarica started to leak plasma violently due to an explosion. A few seconds later the Miranda Class vessel exploded. A Shock Wave headed for the Intrepid Class vessel, which caused many problems, mainly in Engineering where one crewman was lost. 

Host Gilles says:
The Chief Engineer took a Workbee out of the Hayden in order to repair the damage to their own areas that were damaged to the ship. Lieutenant So'tosh discovered an ion trail of a vessel that had a Federation Signature! Could the Federation really not want these negotiations to take place?

Host Gilles says:
As the Chief Engineer continued his journey he discovered a bomb on one of the warp nacelles! What next? Only time will tell...

Host Gilles says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:CAPTAIN we have a problem....a big problem ::urgency in his voice::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Sitting in the command chair on the Bridge with a look of content on her face. However, internally she is worried:: *OPS*: Have you been able to establish a transporter lock on the bomb? ::She pauses:: *CEO*: I know, Chief. Please attempt to come up with a plan to get it off of our nacelle. Any suggestions would be appriteated.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Is speeding up towards the bridge in the turbolift:: Self: This bomb had better be... deadly or something. ::Clearly, he is still a bit out of it from that shot to the head::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: I was wondering about using shields or emp pulse to disable it?

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:Permission to go EVA?

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Running through the telemetry trying to discover what kind of weapon it is.::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::does scan of the weapon also::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*CEO*: Go EVA, Chief? ::She looks around:: All: Report please. I am open to suggestions.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Arrives on the bridge shortly and heads to his station, answering the Captain on his way:: CO: Well, no. I have not--where -is- it? Has anyone said? ::Sits down and brings up sensor readings that will point the bomb's location out::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: I was thinking that we do a matchup of bombs used by stafleet intelligence or prototype weapons.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:So I can get a close look at it....

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: Might be how we missed it of sensors if its a prototype.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: A curse in Klingon escapes her.::  CO:  You will not like this any better.  ::Runs the new information through the data base for type of weapon.::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: What about cutting off the warp nacelle?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She looks towards So'tosh:: CSO: What is it, Lieutenant? ::She pauses:: *CEO*: I do not want you to at this moment, Chief. Not unless we absolutely have to.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: Use the shields then to protect the hayden from the damage.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
::Glances over at Susan::  CTO:  No time and would imablance us, putting us in whoevers hand.  We would be fish out of water.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO:  The weapon is federation signature as well.  I am running the pattern through the data base now to see if we can determine it.  A pulse with the right signature might disrupt it...

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:I might be able to get a better look at it Captain. I think it's an only way to get a closer look

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Successfully pinpoints the location of the bomb on the port and attempts to get a transporter lock on it:: CO: It's on the port nacelle's strut. Attempting to lock on now, ma'am.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CO:  Emp pulse could knock out anything if powerfull enough a small nuclear explosion could do it.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Federation detonator... ::Looks at her.::  Nuclear bomb.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She nods:: CSO: Why did I expect that? *CEO*: Negative, Chief. I am not allowing you to get near it at this time. ::Her eyes widen at the CSO::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CO: A nuclear bomb could generate a emp pulse that would knock the bomb.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CTO*:Ensign it could also put us out of commission.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO/CTO: Search through the database in an attempt to determine how to disarm this nuclear bomb.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
*CEO*: Not if we shut down electronics.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She looks towards Verradi:: OPS: Any luck, Lieutenant?

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@::uses the workbee's sensors and preforms a intensive scan::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::runs a database:: CSO: Can i get a serial number?

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Shakes his head:: CO: Still working, ma'am. It's a very cleverly designed gadget.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Begins to try to match the signature, wondering how much time they had.::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CTO*:Your Forgetting the Bio Gel Packs Ensign...it would also still cause major damage to the nacell not to mention blow us to sky heaven.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: A probe could generate a emp pulse right?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She grips her armrests very tightly. They may not have time for this:: *CEO*: Chief, what is you analysis? ::She looks towards Sin:: CSO/*CEO*: Can it be disarmed manually?

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CTO:  Sorry Susan... there is nothing else to identify it.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CO: That, and the interference from the nacelles is not helping at all.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Yes... but not inside the worker bee.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:We'll first thing is don't move the engines don't do anything to them. That could trigger them.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
OPS:  What if we take the engines off line?

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: What about venting plasma?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: Can you determine how long we have until it detonates? ::She looks towards OPS and nods as Sin asks the same thing she was thinking::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Accesses some engineering protocols from his station--it's good to be the Operations Officer--and prepares to shutdown the core. Having forgotten the CSO was Vulcan for a second, he responds to her:: CSO: Already ahead of you.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CTO:  I do not see how that might help.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: Less interference on scans on the nacelle if we get rid of some of the plasma.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CO: Permission to shut down the warp core, Captain?

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*OPS*:Let me enter my acces code first

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
OPS: Granted, Lieutenant. Have it done quickly.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:Captain...wait!

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*CEO*: Yes, Chief? ::She looks towards the CSO wondering if she could determine the detonation time::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:Magnets when there are the same pollairity repeal against each other right

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Prepares all the commands necessary to shutdown the core, but waits to initiate now that the CEO has objected::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CTO:  It would increase the problem as it would then surround the area.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Captain... best estimate is three minutes.  Whatever we do, we need to do now.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
*CEO*: Sorry, Ensign, but if it's magnets it is, then it's shutting the core down we must be. We have no time.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*CEO*: That is correct. What are you getting at, Chief? ::She looks towards Verradi:: OPS: Do it now, Lieutenant.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: What about tractor beam to control the blast?

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Hits the little button that effectively shuts down the core:: CO: Shutdown in process.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:If we reverse the polairity on the nacell i could use the work be and take it to a safe distance and set it off.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CTO: If this works you will need to bring shields up a second after the bomb is transported from the Hayden. Make sure the Workbee is included in our shielding.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CTO:  I do not know if that would be powerful enough... and it would still present danger to the ship... though it would be to a limited few around the area.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:I can make it work.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Brings back his regular display and attempts another transporter lock:: CO: Attempting to lock on again.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::inputting the shields::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CO: Aye captain settins are ready.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*CEO*: That may be correct. However, the reverse polarity could also cause the bomb to detinate due to the sudden change. Be prepared to implement your plan if this one does not work.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CTO: Understood, Ensign. ::She watches Verradi closely::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:AYe...I would do it slowly....I am already to go.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:Waiting for your word.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*CEO*: Be ready, Chief. OPS: Progress, Lieutenant?

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::finger over shield button::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Warns sickbay of possible incoming.::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:Aye....I am ready.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Mutters some curses:: CO: The engines' interference is gone, but I was right about the cleverness of this design. It's creating its own interference.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CO: I can't get an adequate lock without a transporter enhancer--and perhaps not even then.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
OPS: What about a probe and use it as a enhancer?

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Warns sickbay of possible incoming.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She sighs:: All: Then we are going with Ensign Davidson's plan. ::She looks at the viewscreen:: *CEO*: Do it quickly, Chief.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CTO: Modifications would take too long.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*CO*:Aye sir...wish me luck

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
OPS: Lieutenant, warn the crew of the possabilities of impact. ::Her eyes focused on the viewscreen::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Raises his eyebrow:: CO: What is Ensign Davidson going to do?

CSO_So`tsoh says:
OPS:  If I create a negative/reverse frequency, could you get a quick lock on it?

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CO: Shields readdy when davidson gives me the signal.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@::makes a connection to the Haydens purpultion system and begins to slowly reverse the polairty on the nacell::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
OPS: Reverse the polarity of the nacelle. Hypothetically it would push the bomb away from us. ::Watching, waiting, hoping::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CO: Yes ma'am. ::Buries his nose in his console and sends out a pre-prepared, somewhat personalized warning all around the ship. Every console not on the bridge would display it for at least fifteen seconds--non-essential ones for longer::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@::turns a little more::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CSO: Negative frequency of what? ::His tone indicates now that he's remembered that she's a Vulcan::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
OPS:  The field the bomb is creating as interference... we have one minute left... possibly.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@*ME*:Referse the polairity of the nacell....::moves the bee in closer and grasps it with the arm::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The bomb begins to float away from the nacelle... 

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO:  The bomb is no longer attached to the ship.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CO: Shields readdy

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Checks his console:: CSO: It appears that that's not needed. It probably would not have worked anyway.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::turns shields on::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@::takes a deep breath and manuvers the bee to try to grab the bomb::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
FCO: Crewman, move us away at full impulse. ::She pauses:: CTO: Bring the shield's up once we are a bit aways so we do not capture it in ours.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::turns shields off::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Watches the sheilds go up, hampering any possibility of Jay being beamed aboard.::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::shields up::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The workbee grabs the bomb.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
<FCO> ::Nods and sets a course opposite of the direction the bomb moves and engages at full impulse:: CO: Yes ma'am.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She looks towards OPS:: OPS: Lieutenant, be prepared to transport the CEO to the Hayden in fifteen seconds.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Quietly::  30 seconds... 27 seconds... 24 seconds...

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::turns off shields::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@::sets max speed with the bee and puts helmet on.....::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@::sets a course away from the ship::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Shakes his head with worry:: Self: Dammit! *CEO*: Davidson! Release the bomb and get away! The interference may be too late for transport!

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
<late = strong>

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
OPS: Energize now, Lieutenant! ::She looks towards the CTO:: CTO: Bring up the shields once the CEO is aboard.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Attempts to lock on to and transport the CEO::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@::blows off the hatch to the bee::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
::Continues::  17... 13... 11...

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: Transport is unsuccessfull at the first attempt.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Her voice does not waver.::  8 seconds... 5 seconds... 3 seconds...

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CO: I can't lock, Captain. The interference is too strong--trying again. ::Attempts to relock on what he could make of the CEO::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@::watches the bee fly away""

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Energizes--and hopes it works::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The bomb explodes... the CEO sees part of the workbee hurling towards him.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Takes a deep breath::  1 second...

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
All: Hold on folks, this will be a rough ride. :::Turns the shields on::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
@::tries to protect him self::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::edit out::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: Transport is iniatiated rand successfull right before shields are raised.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Her eyes widen as she notices the bomb explode:: OPS: Did we get him, Lieutenant?

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks over at OPS to see if he succeeded.::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Nods with some satisfaction though a good bit of frustration at the unnecessarily close nature of the situation:: CO: Yes, ma'am. Ensign Davidson is safely aboard.

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: A federation long range shuttle is detected on LRS.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CO: There is a longragnge shuttle.

LtCmdr_Aria says:
#::In a shuttle enroute to the Hayden .::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She sighs a bit with relief::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Relaxes, wondering what it was about last seconds.::  CO:  Sir permission to gather remains of the... wait... federation vessel vessel on long range sensors.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::lays on his back on the transporter room floor::

LtCmdr_Aria says:
#<Pilot Fast>: Aria: Commander, 2 minutes to the Hayden.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Confirms the CTO and checks for the transponder.::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CO/CSO: Why would a renagade faction of starfleet do this?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: Permission granted, Lieutenant. ::She looks towards the CTO and nods. She then turns to OPS:: OPS: Hail the shuttle, Lieutenant.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
*Sickbay*: Medical team to Transporter Room 2. ::Curses himself for forgetting the basic rule of transporting to sickbay::

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
#Fast: Open a channel.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CO: Yes ma'am. ::Hails the shuttle as ordered::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She looks towards OPS, thankful that he commed Sickbay::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Shuttle Hawking.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Scans the area for debris, then sends cooridinates down to the transporter chief.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
COM: Shuttle: Federation Shuttlecraft. This is the USS Hayden, please respond.

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
#<Fast> Aria: They are hailing us.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
Self: how convient something shows up when a bomb goes off.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::sits up and takes off his helmet::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
<Transporter Chief> ::Receives coordinates from the CSO and raises his eyebrows:: *CSO*: What do you want me to be doing with the materials at these coordinates you sent me, ma'am?

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
#::Nods to Fast and hits the Comm button.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She sits up straighter in her chair as she waits for a response::

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
#COM: Hayden: LtCmdr Aria Sho-tak requesting permission to come aboard.  My orders are being transmitted now. ::Nods to Fast to send them.::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::goes into the Equipment room and change back into uniform and heads for the bridge::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
*Transporter chief*:  Please beam them aboard to the cargo hold, I will have someone come get the peices of debris.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
<MO Schweiskopf> ::Arrives in TR2 after being called to attend to a crewmember... and finds no one:: Self: I hate it when this happens.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She looks towards OPS to confirm the transfer orders:: OPS: Are her orders confirmed, Lieutenant? ::She looks towards the CTO:: CTO: Be prepared to lower shields.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::enters the TL::TL:Bridge

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CO: This just looks a bit suspicous to me.

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
#COM: Hayden: What is your status?

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Checks over the orders and nods:: CO: Yes ma'am. All is confirmed and in order. ::Sighs with relief as it appears that the new XO is not a Vulcan. He doesn't think this consciously, of course, but his subconscious is throwing a party::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::arrives on the bridge a short time later no worse for the ware::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CTO: We shall see, Ensign. I share in your suspicions. COM: Shuttle: Standby, Commander. We will get back to you in one moment. ::She nods:: CTO: Lower our shields, Ensign.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Sends an officer down to get the debris and take it to the main science lab for analysis.::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::lowers shields:: CO: There is alwaysa the mind meld captain.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
<Transporter Chief> *CSO*: Yes ma'am. I'll have it taken care of.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
COM: Shuttle: Commander, you are cleared to come aboard. Please work with Operations on the arrangements.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
<Transporter Chief> ::Locks on to the debris present at the coordinates and transports them to Cargo Bay 1::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::comes around to the command area and stands at attention::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: Lieutenant, is the Federation ion trail still present?

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Scans the area for anything else to worry about, keeping in mind small things.::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Or -thought- this XO wasn't Vulcan. He realizes now with a terror-filled look at the ears that he was wrong on this count. He is... angry now::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She looks over the transfer orders on her panel. She raises an eyebrow as she notices this woman is suppose to be the new Executive Officer:: Self: Interesting.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO:  The bomb disrupted the general area, however, we should be able to find it closer to the blanks spot.  I also have the last sensor readings.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::His mind is now tearing down the party decorations and spitting in various places while crying::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: Do the ion trails head to that sensor blind spot?

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CTO:  They did originally.

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
#COM:CO: Understood. OPS: Please initiate transport in 1 minute. ::Gets her bag and stands on the transporter pad.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Nods:: CSO: Great work, Lieutenant. Please send the readings to Flight Control. We will be following the ion trail once we establish our bearings.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: So, coudld the recon have purposely been falsified so no one payed attention to the blindspot?

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
:;Is dumbfounded for a brief moment or two before he acknowledges the XO:: COM: XO: Acknowledged, Commander.

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
#::Nods to the pilot appreciatively for their journey together.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She looks towards the CEO:: CEO: Good work, Chief. Have you reported to Sickbay?

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Sends the original readings to flight, glancing over  her shoulder to nod a greeting to Jay.::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Waits the minute and then transports the XO to Transporter Room 1::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
CO:Thank-You Captain. No I haven't. I'm okay.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CO: Lieutenant Commander Aria has been beamed safely aboard, Captain.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: DOesnt the federation have markers in to trace were a bomb was manufactured?

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
CO:A little stirred not shaken.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CTO:  If they have not been tampered with.  I have a team looking over the peices we have secured.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
OPS: Thank you, Lieutenant. Now if you could send a communication to Starfleet with our current status it would be appriteated. Thank you for your hard work, Lieutenant. ::She looks towards the CEO:: CEO: I understand but I would like you to be checked out by medical to be sure.

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
::Materializes in the TR wearing her CMO uniform and her arm in a sling and bandaged.::  TRC: See to it that this is sent to my quarters and point me to the nearest turbolift..  ::Shows him her orders.::

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
<TRC>: Yes ma'am ::Looks at the padd quickly then escorts her to the TL.::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: Even then some of the chemicals used in abundance could also lead to where locations it came from.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
CO:Understood. Thank you Captain

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
::Enters the TL and orders it to the bridge.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CEO: Also, Chief, please have our warp engines brought back online. We will need them if we are going to follow the ion trail.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Nods and prepares said communication. The work has actually been quite nice for him, as it gave him a nice respite from himself:: CO: Yes ma'am.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
OPS: See if you can make a request to have shielding in workbees also.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CTO:  We might be able to pinpoint the manufacture, but it would be hard to trace where it has been once it left the manufacture... or was taken.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
CO:I will do my best Captain.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CTO: Err... no, Ensign. They don't shield them for a reason.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
CSO: Paperwork on orders. and match them up. There is a database for high explosives I think.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
OPS: As i said a good request.

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
::Arrives on the bridge and steps out of the TL and looks toward the center area pinpointing the Captain and steps toward her with her orders PADD in hand.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CEO: Understood, Chief. ::She looks back towards the CTO:: CTO: What is the status of our tactical systems?

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
CO: Captain Davis-Patterson?

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::walks around to the science station and looks at Sin::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CTO:  You are assuming all of this is legal.  However, it is a starting point.  Feel free to begin looking.::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::Checks systems:: CO: seeems things are fine.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She looks up as the woman walks in front of her:: XO: That is correct, Commander. ::She stands::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
::Looks up::  CEO: Good to see you came out in one peice.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Shakes his head and ignores the CTO, going on to write the brief to Starfleet::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::smiles::CSO:Meet me in the lounge after?

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::But then glances back at the apparent arrival of the XO. And quickly goes back to his message::

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
::Hands the CO her orders padd and stands at attention.:: CO: Dr LtCmdr Aria Sho-tak reporting for duty as XO ma'am.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::odd vulcan bajoran::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She takes the PADD and looks over the official orders:: XO: A Doctor, Commander? A very good profession. Welcome to the Hayden. ::She extends her hand::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CEO:  Uncertain.  I need to work on the debris, and until told otherwise, I still have gamma shift.  ::Quietly::  I am tired as well.  I did not get my usual rest with all that is going on.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::a bit worried of the idea of a dcotor as xo::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
CSO:I am sorry for what I put you through.....

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
CO: Yes Captain.  Thank-you.  ::Shakes the Captains left hand with her left hand.::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: A smile comes to her eyes only.::  CEO:  You did nothing.  But for now, you need to follow the cpatains orders and get checked out.  That bomb could have been more then we thought.

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
::Wearing a blue uniform (medical) with her right arm in a sling secured to her side.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She pauses for a moment:: XO: It seems that you are wearing the wrong uniform, Commander.

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
XO: Welcome aboard ma'am.'

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::His subconscious has as, at least, found some solace in the fact that the XO has some Bajoran in her. Unlike the CSO who is pure Vulcan--as far as he knows::

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
CO: I left my post quite rapidly Captain and the shuttle did not have uniform replication abilities.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::smiles and leave the bridge::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO: Permission to head down to science to check out the debris.  ::Nods a greeting to the XO.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: Granted, Lieutenant. Please keep me informed on your findings. ::She nods a bit:: XO: You should go get changed and report back to the Bridge. I will have some duties for you once you are settled a bit.

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
::Nods to the CSO, appreciative of having another Vulcan on board.::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::holds the lift door::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Turning her station over, heads for the lift, stepping into it with a nod to Jay.::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::nods back::CSO:Sin....I.....

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Finishes preparing his simple, utilitarian, yet-somehow-Verradized-with-his-tendency-to-stick-a-rose-petal-on-any-message-he-sends and then sends it::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Raises an eyebrow curiously::  CEO:  Main science lab please.

XO_LtCmdr_Aria says:
CO: Yes Captain. ::Turns and goes to the OPS station.:: OPS: Can you tell me where my quarters are?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She watches the XO a bit, attempting to analyze her::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::picks up on sins discomfort::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
<edit verradi's::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::input the other destination, look at sin again and gives her a hug not letting go::

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Caught off guard, does not know how to respond.::

Host Gilles says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


